The author, a physician, rejects a previous defence ofa doctors' strike. There is little justification for strikes in general, still lessfor doctors' strikes, he claims. Should not doctors rather 'stand above the common herd' and set an example, he asks. Furthermore the whole idea ofstrikes in which a third and innocent party is deliberately punished in order to applypressure on someone else is 'a bizarre ethic indeed' and not to his knowledgejustified underany ethical theory. The June 1985 issue of the 7ournal ofMedical Ethics devoted considerable space to a discussion of the ethics of strikes on the part of physicians and other health workers. Brecher (1) in presenting a philosophical analysis of the problem equated the responsibility of the health worker who has direct involvement in patient welfare with that of the politician or other citizen who have only tangential proximity to the patient. The unfairness of this comparison did not take account also of the different motivations involved; the striking health workers damage the patients' welfare for their personal benefit, whereas the neglect of the patient on the part of the citizens or politicians is rarely due to a direct desire to exploit the patients' suffering for their own gain. In the second part of his analysis Brecher fails to differentiate the right to strike from the right to leave a job permanently after appropriate notice, as was justifiably pointed out by Cannell (2) .
In Historically strikes developed in societies where power was vested largely in the hands of an upper class which controlled the media, the means of production Debate: Physicians' strikes -a rejoinder 197 and the government. The deprived, impoverished and exploited worker had no reasonable way of getting his fair share of society's resources. He then utilised the strike as a form of coercion directed against his oppressor. The employer, faced with the threat of considerable personal financial damage, often found it expedient to submit, at least in part, to the workers' grievances.
Contrast the modern employer, a local or federal government agency, or a huge firm owned by thousands of stockholders. When the employees go on strike the president of the company or the public official who is 'responsible' for the alleged unfair treatment of the worker does not personally suffer by the strike. His salary and perquisites continue undiminished. On the other hand the public served by the airline or by the municipality suffer -although they are innocent bystanders. The strike is based on the hope that these innocent bystanders will apply pressure on the offending management -a bizarre ethic indeed. This ethical dilemma exists for employees of large corporations and particularly for workers in the public sector. How much more acute is the ethical abuse when the innocent third party is a patient with whom the physician has a hallowed relationship. This relationship is rooted in a combination of factors, including the various physicians' oaths, religious traditions, the unwritten bond between physician and patient, and the inherent ethic of the physician-patient relationship so eloquently described by Pellegrino (5) and Kass (6) .
There can therefore be little justification for a physicians' strike, no matter what the provocation. And the history of physicians' strikes the world over has shown that once these are judged acceptable, they are used for trivial, as well as for extraordinary, reasons, and a variety of rationalisations, often hypocritical, proliferate. Patients invariably suffer, often die, and physicians are brutalised and embittered in the process. There are no victors in physicians' strikes. 
